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How Crooks Was Recruited as the Patsy?
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Mobile Data Reveals Someone Who Regularly Visited Thomas Crooks’ Home and Work
Also Visited a Building in Washington DC Near FBI Office

“Who visited  Thomas Crooks’  home before  he  attempted to  assassinate  President
Trump?

Mobile ad data analysis reveals someone who regularly visited Crooks’ Pennsylvania
home also visited a building in DC near an FBI office.

The  Oversight  Project  identified  nine  devices  linked  to  AD-IDs  that  were  located  at
Crooks’  home  and  work  within  the  last  year.  

Per the Heritage Foundation’s Oversight Project: “We found the assassin’s connections
through our in-depth analysis of mobile ad data to track movements of Crooks and his
associates”

“To do this, we tracked devices that regularly visited both Crooks’s home and place of
work and followed them,” the Oversight Project said.

—Cristina Laila, Gateway Pundit, July 22, 2024

(Click to access the entire detailed article of Cristina Laila)
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Click the share button below to email/forward this article to your friends and colleagues.
Follow us on Instagram and Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to
repost and share widely Global Research articles.

Spread the Truth, Refer a Friend to Global Research 

Paul  Craig  Roberts  is  a  renowned author  and academic,  chairman of  The Institute for
Political  Economy  where  this  article  was  originally  published.  Dr.  Roberts
was previously associate editor and columnist for The Wall Street Journal. He was Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy during the Reagan Administration. He is a
regular contributor to Global Research.
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